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Geocellular Modelling
A One Day Tailored Seminar

Gaffney, Cline & Associates (GCA) offers a focused one-day seminar on industry best practice and
common pitfalls associated with geocellular modelling. The course will present the importance of
understanding the geological concept and data uncertainty prior to model building; avoiding reliance
on the specific software capabilities.
Appropriate model workflows for alternate model scenarios will be considered, along with the
importance of data integration. This course is not focused on software, and will deliver understanding
and key principles that should be considered before and during the geocellular modelling process.

Seminar Objectives
What are we Modelling and why?
Geological Modelling Concepts
Deterministic versus Stochastic Methods

Seminar Outline
Modelling Requirements
Definition of Purpose, Goals and Challenges
Data, Quality Control: Rubbish in, Rubbish out
Conceptual Geological Models
Choosing the Modelling Approach - Simple versus Complex - what is appropriate?
Depositional Architecture and Hierarchies
Incorporating Reservoir Engineering Data
Resolution: Core/Log/Geological Model/Reservoir Model
Modelling through the Cycle: Appraisal to Brown Field
What is Spatial Correlation?
What are Data Biases?
Modelling Methods
Generic Modelling Workflows
Reservoir Gridding and Layering
Facies Modelling
Using Trends
Net/Gross
Porosity, Permeability and Water Saturation Modelling
Applications of Model
Critical QC and Checks
Dynamic Validation
Field Development Planning vs Reserves and Resource Audit
Predictive Applications
Uncertainty Analysis
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Seminar Arrangements
The seminar is designed to add value and understanding to all experience levels across the subsurface
disciplines who are involved in reservoir characterisation or those who would benefit from a practical
understanding of geological modelling workflows and associated uncertainty.
GCA is flexible in the provision of the seminar in terms of location, number of attendees and tailoring to
specific focus areas. The seminar would typically be held in a client's office to permit for bespoke discussion
topics. GCA also provides public, group seminars, for which we would arrange location following on from
level of interest and geographical preference. Even at a public seminar, GCA can provide some tailoring of
topic to suit the attendees.
Given the range of alternative options, please contact GCA to discuss specific requirements. We will always
attempt to meet the requirements of our clients.

Course Leaders
GCA's course leaders have extensive experience in Geological and Geophysical interpretation, Geocellular
Modelling and Seismic to Simulation workflows, in both carbonate and clastic reservoirs. They have expert
knowledge of application and algorithm design for mapping and Geocellular Modelling.

Additional Information
For more information about GCA’s integrated services, please contact your local GCA office.
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